ITVfest / PopConLA - FILMMAKER INTERVIEWS
A Q&A with Laurie Foxx
from the Comedy

“Caveman Theory”

~~~~~ * ~~~~~
So, Laurie, your background, where are you from and what
motivated you to do a Comedy?:
Let me first just say, I Believe In The Caveman Theory!
Background? I am an
Actress/director/producer/singer/songwriter/musician/artist/writer/
trash taker outer/telephone talker/high heeled shoe walker hyphen
hyphen – oh, did I say a Gemini, so you’re also talking to about 4 of
me’s at the same time, living part time in LA, part time in Houston,
Texas. I love comedy. Comedy is tragedy turned upside down!
“Shaken, and Stirred.” I think the human race is one big
comedy/tragedy floating around, searching for answers from
something, and making life more and more complicated as we make it

more and more simple. Basically, we’re thinking ourselves to death!

And your role with in “Caveman Theory”?
My role? I wrote the book – literally. The novel, The Caveman Theory,
with the characters that are in the show. I also wrote/created the
pilot, and played the lead role of Laura Owlsley, who also believes in
and will prove the Caveman Theory, or at least make every attempt to,
as she learns about her live in “lab rat” Don, the modern Caveman.
~~~~~ * ~~~~~
How would you best describe your Comedy?
"No matter how evolved modern Man has become, he is still ruled
by his basic needs and primal instincts." - Based on the book, “The
Caveman Theory”.

Two mismatched people, the Intellectual and the Las Vegas Man’s
man, end up living together to get ahead.
Laura Owlsley is an ambitious Anthropologist, brilliant in her field, yet
naïve in the ways of men. Battling her career problems and the glass
ceiling of the male dominated department, she decides to study
modern man, write a book, prove her theory, and invites a "test
subject", a MAN, to live with her.
SINGLE MALE WANTED FOR OBSERVATION, FREE ROOM AND BOARD.
She will prove that modern man is still just a caveman. That guys
and girls are the same as they were thousands of years ago, they just
wear pants and carry a cell phone. Let the games begin!
~~~~~ * ~~~~~
What was the best moment, for you in creating “Caveman Theory”?
Ugg! Probably watching my co-star pound his chest like a gorilla. Or
perhaps actually improvising an Anthropological lecture on the
meaning of man in front of about 80 people in an ancient, beautiful
lecture hall at Rice University.
Or maybe it wasn’t a particular moment, maybe it’s all those moments
that I was all by myself, typing away at a computer, chuckling like a
mad scientist at the fun – funny truths of life!
~~~~~ * ~~~~~
And the worst moment?
The day after completing filming, being ALONE and having to clean out
and move paintings and props that were mine from the “Antiques At
Dunlavy” house we used for shooting in Houston – while it’s

SNOWING like crazy in HOUSTON, TEXAS for the first time in 10 YEARS!
If you had one message to get across to the WORLD with “Caveman
Theory”
– What would that message be?
THIS BOOK NEEDS TO BE PUBLISHED! AND THIS SHOW NEEDS TO BE
ON TV!
Or, quite simply, men are CAVEMEN! Be PROUD! Be true to yourself!
The “F”s, Food, Fight, Fornicate and Ffsssleep! It’s all that you do!
~~~~~ * ~~~~~

Everyone that enters a Festival wants to win an Award,
What about your project makes it stand out?

The Caveman Theory has a million universal truths to explore. The
difficulties women have in the world of business/academics/etc, the
difficulties men and women have in understanding each other.
How completely different Men and Women really are, and how
perfect we are for each other. And how simple we really can be!
The Caveman Theory – Ugg!
~~~~~ * ~~~~~
and What is next for you?
I am in the middle of writing follow-up books based on the show/novel,
and the feature script. As well as I want to get my show on TV, for
God’s sake!!!!
~~~~~ * ~~~~~
Thank You, Laurie Foxx
~~~~~ * ~~~~~
Any last words or something I forgotten to ask you?
How grateful am I to be here on this spinning planet? Very.
~~~~~ * ~~~~~
What are the credits for Caveman Theory?
Cast:
=Laurie Foxx – Laura Owsley
=Marissa D’Onofrio – Stephanie
=Grayson Berry – Don
=Clayton Chauvin – Steven Anslow
=Christina Keefe – Estella
=Amelia Jeffries – Donna
=Rick Olvera - Neville
=Jake Messinger – Dean Marshall
=Thomas White – Kyle
=R. L. Bell – Bartender

Produced by: Aqua Foxx Productions
Creator (writer): (that sounds so grand!) Laurie Foxx
Directors: Laurie Foxx and Richard Boyd
Cinematographer: William MacTavish
~~~~~ * ~~~~~
***– Where and When is “Caveman Theory”?
OH, it’s not up anywhere yet…. Oh dear! What shall I do?!?
Aqua Foxx Productions - http://www.imdb.com/company/co0228592/
Laurie Foxx - http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0289357/

~~~~~ * ~~~~~
~~ * ~~

